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FEWER BANKS, PERHAPS LEADING TO ONE BANK 
IS NECESSARY AND PERHAPS INEVITABLE

• Market size does not support nor justify number of players – small
population; small, narrow and relatively poor economies

• Advantages of size in an industry where size is key:
• Scale economies – resource efficiencies; procurement; funding; capital

• Pooling and concentration of scarce human resources

• Competitive prowess

• Ability to diversify revenue streams – e.g., Commercial Banking, Investment Banking, Asset
Management, Wealth Management, etc.

• Simpler regulation
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THE QUESTION IS NOT WHY BUT HOW AND 
WHEN

• Given current realities, a process which by definition is fraught with
minefields and a high risk of failure is infinitely more complex:

• Convoluted ownership structures
• Different cultures
• Multiple jurisdictions and differences in legal systems
• Variations in the relative financial status of players in the system, but general vulnerability

the norm.

• It goes without saying that a merger of (14 or40) banks that may not
all be up to fullest strength will not make for one strong bank.

• Requirement no 1 is that individual banks identify what has to be
done to fix their areas of vulnerability and start making the hard
decisions and taking the necessary steps.
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BEST DONE GRADUALLY AND 
SYSTEMATICALLY

• Industry consolidation/outsourcing of common functions/services:
• “Bad Bank” SPVs
• Back Office Processing – Cash Management; FX and Correspondent Banking; payroll 

processing, etc.
• Facilities management
• Internal Audit
• MIS
• Etc.

• Pursue “natural fit” mergers/acquisitions – similar FIs within same 
jurisdiction; well matched FIs across jurisdictions.

• Address individual FI weaknesses/vulnerabilities and reassess steps 
toward full amalgamation.
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BUT WHAT HAPPENS AFTER AMALGAMATION? -
INDIGENOUS BANK(S)

•US$10.3BLoan Assets

•US$7.6BDeposit Base

•US$2.7BEquity Base 
(net)
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BUT WHAT HAPPENS AFTER AMALGAMATION? –
NON-INDIGENOUS COMPETITORS
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HOW DO WE COMPETE EFFECTIVELY?

• Decide on how we can compete most effectively – what business can we do best?

• Pick the best Team from top to bottom – systematically develop talent and expertise to broaden 
the product menu:

• Investment Banking/Capital Markets solutions
• Wealth Management
• Insurance solutions

• Sell aggressively but underwrite sensibly – build a robust sales and risk management structure 
that ensures this

• Work together – form Syndication structures and teams; do co-finance deals; share information; 
reduce concentration and credit risk

• Ensure that we are as cost-efficient as possible – this is a low cost/competitive price game

• Ensure that we are as process-efficient as possible – we can only match or beat the competition 
by being consistently better at turnaround time

• Grow inorganically but ensure a watertight acquisition process when we are ready – prudent 
target selection
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DISCUSSION
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